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Board approves incidental, . Spring
Enrollment
dormitory fee increase
Dips
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Arminda Muiioz
Editor
The Board of Regents approved incidental
and dorm fee increases for the fiscal year
1995-96, in a meeting last week at UT-Austin.
Several incidental fees which help pay for a
particular campus service or product, were
created or were eliminated while many fees
increased.
The computer access/use fee showed the
biggest increase from a $9 flat fee to $3 per
semester hour with an $18 maximum. For full
time students this fee increased 100 percent
Other approved incidental fee increases
include: a $15 graduation fee which now is
$25, an increase of 66 percent; transfer of
applications fees from $5 to $10, up 100
percent.
Several library fees increased. The late
special collections book fee and late vertical
file/annual report fee are now $1 per day, a
l(XX) percent increase from $.10. In addition
a new fee for damage to books will cost $5 if
the book can be repaired in house, and $12 if
commercial binding is required.
The ACT Residual Test fee increased
from $20 to $35, a 75 percenL The Miller
Analogies Test fee increased from $40 to $45,
up 12.5 percent The Texas Commission on
Law Enforcement Standards and Education
fee increased from $20 to $25, up 25 percent.
The new incidental fees include: a field trip
fee (actual fee varies depending on
transportation costs), a $5 in-house repair and
a $12 commercial rebinding fee for library

book damages, a 50-cent library technological
fee per semester credit hour, a $15 CLEP
service fee, a$30institutional TOEFL fee and
a $4 pre-TASP fee.
Donn srudents can also expect to pay more
next year as the board approved dorm fee
increases. Next year, a regular (double
occuJmlcy) room will cost $700 instead of
$6(J(), a 6 percent increase. Private (single
occupancy) rooms will go up from $1,008 to
$1,070. For the summer, a regular room will
will cost $280 instead of $271.
New dorm fees were also approved.
South Wing double-occupancy rates will
be $700 while a single occupancy room will
cost $1,174 per student, per semester. South
Wing summer rates will be $308 for a singleoccupancy room and $470 for double
occupancy.
Daily rates for the regular and summer
semesters have also been approved for the
dorms. A regular room will cost $10 and a
private room $15. A South Wing double
occupancy room will cost $14 and $20 for a
single occupancy room.
Incidental fees such as the $20 audit fee per
enrolled and non-enrolled students, a $2
catalog fee, a $15 emergency loan processing
fee and a $25 late registration fee will not
change. Also, the Board of Regents approved
a building name change. The Learning
Resource Center will be known as the
University Library.
President Miguel Nevarez said the name
change was requested because the learning
resources, once housed in the LRC, are now
1ocaaed in the Academic Services Building.
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Slightly
Numbers drop 3%
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David Waltz
Staff
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A preliminary analysis ofofficial enrollment
al UTPAindicat.es adecreaseof3%, compared
to last spring.

iW

A total of 13,029 students are enrolled,
compared to 13,434 last spring.
"The areas that we're down at the
undergraduate level are either areas where
we're increasing the emphasis on graduate
programs or aIC areas that the South Texas
Community College is addressing," William
Morris, ~istant vice president for academic
. affairs, said.
"Our entering freshman headcount
enrollmentisupby 11 %,"Monissaid, "We're
getting more people in the education pipeline.
We expected the short-term impact of the
community college as it comes up.
We expect the impact of the community
collegeto last for a year and a half to two years
before we resume our growth."
The number of graduate students enrolled
has increased by more than 17%.
The total semester credit hour analysis, the
number of hours for which students are
enrolled, shows a l % drop in overall
enrollment, whilethegraduatehourenrollment
has risen almost 26%.

Business school names female dean
Regan Block
Staff

Dr. Linda McCallister, currently

dean of the College of Business and
Economics at Christopher Newport
University in NewponNews, Va, will
be named dean of the School of
Business Administration effective
June 1, 1995.
"I am really excited about making
themovetosouthTexas,"McCallister
said. "I chose UTPA because of its
International business program and
its proximity to Mexico."
Mccallister is married and has two
grown sons. Her elder son and his
wife are making the move to south
Texas with her.
One of the first things she intends
to do when she arrives in Edinburg is
"to meet with the faculty and business
community and see what changes are

needed."
McCallister says that her three most
important honors to date are, "having
two successful sons, receiving her
doctorate, and her boolc," I Wish I'd
Said That", which was one of the top
30 Business Boolcs of 1992.
She wu selected from a group of
fi vefinal candidates who were gleaned
from 96 candidates over-all.
McCallister, who was interviewed
on campus in November, was the first
choiceofeach of the groups [Business
Advisory Group, Dean's Council,
President•s Council, and Faculty] who
interviewed her on campus," Dr.
Rudolph Gomez, Vice-President of
Academic Affairs said.
McCallister will replace the interim
dean, Dr. Jerry Prock, who will return
to teaching finance and real estate in
the School of Business.
McCallister's credentials include a
doctorate in organizational

professor of management
From 1987-1993, she was a
professor of human resource
management at California State
University, Long Beach.
While at Cal State she also served
as the director of executive
management programs, chair of the
Faculty Council, and AACSB
accreditation coordinator; and
associate dean for faculty
development ,and the acting chair of
the department of finance.
From 1986-87, she was associate
professor ofmanagementand director
.
of internships in the department of
Linda McC&lllster
business administration at Whittier
communication/organizational College in Whittier, Calif. While at
behavior from Purdue University; a Whitter College, she established and
master's
in
organizational sponsored the Business Students
communication and a bachelor's in Association, established and
speech and English both from Wayne implemented station KWTR, and was
a runner-up for the AACSB Exxon
State University.
McCallister currently is also a
See dean p. 3

Engineering department to get new building
Rick Gar:ia
Staff

The Part AmericlnlSaMlri c.n.on

A student Join• In and dine. to I popular mariachi tune.
The Unlver■ tty Mllrachl provided mualcal entertainment on St
Valentine·• Day. SM page 4

Groundbreaking on the new
engineering will bcheldat3 p.m. Feb.
2.4, in the area east of the Academic
Services Building, with construction

beginning soon after.
The three story structure will house
the School of Engineering which
currently is scattered through the
campus. Engineering classes now
meet in the Math Building, Physical
Science Building, in the portable
buildings next to the Liberal Arts

Building, and in the engineering
laboratory at the Physical Plant
The new structure will consist of
three sections, A, B and C.
Section A will house classrooms
and the office of the dean. Section B
will accommodate a 250 seat lecture
hall or auditorium. Section C will

Students win money, prizes at financial aid fair
Arminda Munoz
Etlllor
About 70 future and current UTPA
students were winners al the Financial

AidFair heldearlierthismonth. Pri7.es
ranged from $250 scholarships to
walkmans, aquariums and meal
certificates.
Students were able to obtain oneon-one help for completing the 199596 Financial Aid applications as they
signed up for prizes. About 1,700
students, faculty and staff attended
the fair.
"Some of the winners were high
school students who will be UTPA

students in the fall," Roel Badillo,
financial aid fair coordinator, said.
"Ifdtey decide not to come here, they
will forfeit their scholarship."
Edinburg junior Martha Mendoi.a,
who won a $50 U.S. Saving Bond,
said the fair helped her fill out her
application.
"I wasn't too sure about the income
tax forms," she said. "La& year I
didn't get any (aid) so I thought I did
something wrong."
Other financial aid fair winners
include: Patricia Gutierrez, $250 COSTEP scholarship; Jooe Reyna and
Deborah Molina each won a $250
scholarship from South Texas Higher

Last year I didn't get
any (aid) so I
thought I did
something wrong.
Martha Medoza
Education Authority and Eugenio
Gana and Robert Munoz will each
receive a $100 UTPA scholarship.
To receive aid for the Fall 1995, the
Financial Aid Office personnel
suggest applications be mailed to Iowa
City, Iowa by Feb. 28. Student who
miss the deadline should still apply.

Students working on campus in the
wortstudy and direct wage programs
who have not received W2 fonns
should contact the Personnel Office
in the Administration Building room
116 orcall 381-2551.
Financial aid workshops will
continue through this month.
Applicants may sign up in the
Financial Aid Office Room 186of the
Student Services Building or by
calling 381-2502. Space is limited.
A hour long workshop will held
Friday at 9 a m. and 3 p.m. in the
Bronc Room.
Other workshops will be held on
Feb. 22 al S p.m. in the Financial Aid

Office; Feb. 23 at 2:30 p.m. and Feb.
2.4 at 9 a.rn ., 10 a.m. and 11 a.m. all in

room 1.106 of the Academic Services
Building.
Feb. 27 at lOand 11 a.m.and3 p.m.
in the Bronc Room and al 5p.m. in the
Financial Aid Office; Feb. 28 al 10
and 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. in the Bronc
Room and 5 p.m. in the Financial Aid
Office.
Twenty-seven businesses and
organizations donated the gifts that
made the fair ~ible.
They include l.ITPA' sFmancial Aid
Office, South Texas Higher
Education, CO-STEP, Bank One,
Weslaco's Walmart and Signet

accommodate faculty and teaching
assistant offices.
Computer rooms for engineering
majors will be implemented in this
building. Plans call for the building to
bcconnectedtotheAcademicServices

See bulJdlng p. 8
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Time to build

Another building is under construction near the track behind the Academic Services
Building and what a wonderful sight
Construction means growth and expansion, things this university needs. While many
universities are experiencing growing pains, this university recently experienced a drop in
enrolhnent. At the same time, some students complain about classes that are not offered every
semesaer oc are always full during registration. Although it seems that this university is
overflowing, this illusion is due to a lack of available elbow room, and not enrollment as some
would have us believe.
UTPA is a small university compared to other schools who can ~ t about their 40,000
student body populations. And UTPA will remain a small university if more services are not
offered or expanded.
In four short years, several construction projects have been completed around campus such
as the Academic Services Building and the addition to the Biology Building, but many more
are needed.
At one time, engineering students had to transfer to other schools because ofthe lack of
chemical, civil and electrical engineering programs. Currently some of these programs have
been improved, hence, the need for ttie new engineering building under construction.
Other departments also need upgrading, like broadcastjournalism and physical therapy, but
there is a lack of funds. A larger student body would facilitale funding but the students don't
want to enroll at this university because it lacks services and programs larger schools provide.
More services and programs can't be provided at UTPA because of the lack of funding. Catch
22,or what?
Students should welcome all curriculwn additions that come. Instead of asking 'Why do
engineering students get to have their own building?' say, 'It's about time!'
Who knows, with the necessary funding, maybe a new building for your department will get
underway in the near future.
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Ignorance vs. Apathy
I don't know, I don't care
Ignorance versus apathy, sometimes it's not clear which is worse. A campus full of
intellectual persons who complain, but refuse to do anything about it
On the one hand there are several groups of students, including this newspaper who work:
hours upon end simply to hear students say there is nothing to do on this campus.
Seriously, if some people could stop playing pool long enough to look around they might just
get a clue. This is absolutely the last time this paper is going to say anything about the apathy
running rampant on this campus.
Perhaps it is true that ignorance is better, and everyone can just go through their life without
seeing, doing or accomplishing anything.
That's the ticket. Just spend your life as a part of the "herd" and hope that maybe.just maybe,
something good might happen.
Here• s a little bit of advice. If there is something out there worth getting, it is most definitely
not going to come to you. So, if you wish you could be involved, and you walk around
complaining that there is nothing to do, you've no one to blame but yourself.

News Briefs
The U.N. Security Council's Yugoslav War Crimes Tribunal announced
Monday the indictments of21 Serbs for war crimes including killing, rape,
torture and beating at the Omarsku camp in Bosnia. This caps a 5-month
old inquiry involving 20 investigators, attorneys, analysts and $7 million.
Only one suspect, a karate expert, Dusan Takic, is in custody.

A ceasefire has been announced in the Border War between F.cuadorand
Peru. Peru has called fm the cease fire and assured the guarantors, Chile,
Brazil, Argentina and the U.S., of the 1942 treaty that ended a war between
the two countries, that a peaceful solution can be found.
A woman in Davis, Calif., is suing the city for medical expenses,
emotional distress, and lost wages for a citation she received due to "audible
snoring." A neighbor next door complained that the woman's snoring kept

:i:::hLAJ)IXU<llllyhe,--,andtwochl1-were

Speech and Hearing clinic helpful

The National Law Journal reported Monday that in 1993 federal law
enforcement agencies spent$97 million on informers. The New York based
wecldy quoted judges and others who said informers were getting out of
hand.

There was no worse feeling growing up
than having people tease me because I
stuttered. To make matters worse, many times
the same people who teased me were people
I had considered to be my friends. On
whom
Five teenagers died Sunday night in the Texas Panhandle after returning
that, I got a reputation for being
of
top
home from an outing in Amarillo. About 7:15 p.m. the teenagers' jeep hit
primarily because of my
unintelligent,
"black ice" and slid into oncoming traffic. They hit a tracker trailer head on.
sometimes unintelligible speech. As a result,
whether it was introducing myself, answering
Texas State Sen. Jerry Patterson urges a constitutional amendment
the telephone, or giving directions, I learned
against flag desecration. The Senate State Affairs committee voted 8-0
not to take any speaking
Monday to endorse Patlerson•s proposal. If its approved by the Texas state at an early age
granted.
fa
engagement
senate and house, the legislature would petition congress to propose a
After graduating from high school, I was
constitutional amendment for approval by the states.
resigned to the belief that my life would
alwaysleadto"onedeadendjobafteranother."
After my first year al the University of
Texas-Pan American, however, I noticed that
there were actually some peers and professors
who were willing to overlook my speech
impediment Those individuals, aJong with
The University of Texas-Pan American
God' s guidance, influenced my decision to
1201 W. University Drive UC Jll
seek help for my handicap.
(210) 381-2541 • FAX (210) 316-7122
hiiiilii.iillimm~a~w.r=mmmiimi.i&mllllmiliim~iiiii.lilid To that end, I still remember walking into
the Speech and Hearing Clinic at Texas--Pan
IM!'M!M American almost two years ago-praying that
no one had seen me! Quite frankly, I did not
know what to expect from the staff working
there. However, I was relieved to discover
that as I was waiting to meet my fall semester
clinician there weren't any judgmental stares
or unwanted questions.
When my first clinician told me that therapy
would be conducted in a see-through room, I
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analysis of what I believed were the factors

Letters Policy

Listen to Him
Peter Goal-eek
involved in my stuttering, to Wlderstand what
stuttering meant to me, and to determine my
levels of severity.
With my second clinician I was still quite
skeptical of speech therapy overall. She said
that depending on my progress, I might be
performing transfer activities (for instance:
placing phone calls <X' meeting new people).
On the contrary, however, I told her that I
didn't need anyone "holding my hand"
Next, she asked me to read a paragraph.
Needless to say, my ego took a huge blow
when she informed me that I would have to
learn to talk all over again.
It was with my third clinician that I finally
resolved to follow a more structured format in
speech therapy.
I sensed I was making progress when I also
agreed to be videotaped because I had always
vowed that I would never succwnb to the
latter. Being videotaped turned out to be a
blessing because we were able to identify and
reduce my secondary symptoms inside the
therapy room, such as fidgeting, facial
grimaces, or poor posture, to name but a few.
Now it was on to my fourth clinician and
she basically conce.ntrated on helping me
gain mc.-econfidence in the fluency techniques
that I had been practicing the previous
semesters. Fm example, a game we played
was word identification, whete an hourgws
was used to enhance the feeling of time
~ure. Not unlike my third clinician, this

clinician also encouraged me to continue
placing phone calls. At first the phone calls
were structured. meaning thatshe would write
down the material I was going to say;
afterwards, however, the phone calls were
more instinctive, thereby helping to give me

a sense of independence.
My fifth clinician said she had concluded
from my past data that I was ready for steeper
challenges.
I told bet that talking on the phone and
meeting new people tended to make me
especially apprehensive.
Before making the phone calls, we roleplayed the conversations with a wireless
telephone.
For the final sesmoo, she invited a (Speech
and Hearing) stranger into the therapy room.
As a result. I learned how to introduce myself
and, even more to the point, engage in
spontaneous conversation with appropriate
eyeoootacL
With that in mind, I would like to add that
after originally writing this article (about a
year ago) I became depressed because I felt
.
insecure about choosing a profession.
lwondetediftherewasactuallyaprofession
that would accept me just as I am.
It suddenly dawned on me: Why not try to
become a speech therapist! Shortly thereaf&er,
I declared Speech and Hearing as my major.
I do not consider myself to be "cured" of
stuttering. Rather, on the days when I am
~dysfluent than usual, I simply try to deal
with those negative speaking experiences in a
more positive frame of mind. Realistically,
however, some negative speaking experiences
take longer to recover from than others, of

course.

Letter Rip!
This paper really WANTS to know u11'-at uoU th•Ink •
WTI•te ruue ¼ write ,unnv, b ut write someth,·nn.

The Pan American encourages and welcomes leners 110 lhe edtor and guest columns. They must be signed
and include the writer's major, classific:alion at UTPA and be typed. An address and phone number should ~;;:~~~~~~~~~~;;:~~~~~; ;;~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!
be inciudedfor verificalion. L.enersshouldbenomorelhan11/2p ages,doubledspaoedandtyped. Thoae
..., , ,
that are too long w~I not run. Leners and guest columns can be edled for style, length, libel, grammar and
1 ,
,#
•
111 /
punctualion, but writer's meaning or opinion will not be changed. Deadine for letlBnl and guest columns
1
is 4p.m. Monday forpublicationonThursday. letterscanbebroughtlDUniversityC enlarRoom322or
::, .
TJ
TJ
mailed to The Pan American at UC322, 1201 W . University Dr., Edinburg, Tx 78531.
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lnterfraternity day to improve greek life
According to Charlie Caceres,
coordinator of campus activities/
housing and recreation, the event is a
cooperative effort between campus
programs who arc trying to get the
students involved and aware of all the
activities and programs available.
"We want to promote campus life,"
Caceres said.
On this note, Intramural Rec Sports
will be providing volleyball and horse
shoe games for all students to play
along with the different fraternal
organizations.

"We are going to play volleyball
together. We are all Greeks, therefae
we're not going to play against each
other. We want to be out there to have
fun," Joshua Medina, TKE member
said.
According to Phi Kappa Theta,
social fraternity, the purpose of these
events is to increase the "Greek Life"
and to help one another.
"We want to improve "Greek Life"
among the fraternities and to let people
know what fraternities are all about,
its positive aspects and benefits toward

.thefuture,"RonaldJackson,President
of Phi Kappa Theta said.
Other fraternities also expressed
their views.
"We want to put more fraternity life
in other students, not just to promote
Phi Sigma Kappa, but to promoce the
fratemityworlditself," Alex Miranda,
GreekRelatiomchainnanofPhiSigma
Kappa said.

University of New Y orlc at Buffalo.
While occupying this position she
From 1981-1986, she was
enrollment by 30 percent,
increased
association professor of management
a student public relations
established
in the department of management,
appointed to the White
was
and
firm,
marketing, and international business
on Families.
Conference
House
at Florida Atlantic University, where
she was a teaching
1976-1979
From
she also served as assistant dean of
department of
the
in
assistant
the college and director of the Center
University
Purdue
at
n
communicatio
for Management and Professional
doctorate.
her
on
working
while
Development
At Purdue she co-developed a
From 1979-1980 McCallisterwas
speaking course for
technical
an assistant professor and director of
students, received the
engineering
undergradua te studies at the

David Ross Research Fellowship, and
was a finalist of the Bruce Kendall
Award for Teaching Excellence.
Before teaching at the university
level, McCallister taught English,
speech, debate and theater in high
school.
Her high school students received
more than 100 awards for debate.
She also chaired of the state
committee to establish goals and
objectives for communication K-12.
Prock has been serving as interim

dean since August 1993, whenDr.FJ.

Rick Gar7.8
Staff

Greeks, Phi Sigma Kappa, Phi
Kappa Theta and Tau Kappa Epsilon,
will be celebrating lnterfrat.ernity Day
next Tuesday.
Inawarenessofthisday, rush tables
with fraternity paraphernalia will be
set up for interested students..
Games will be provided by
Intramural Rec Sports and music by
the UPB from 11:00a.m. to 2:00p.m.

All sbldentsareencouraged to come
out and join in on the fun and games
that will be taking place that day.

Desnfrom 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Award for Educational Innovation.

Brewerton stepped down to return to
teaching after 12 years.
Prock said he accepted the interim
deanship because he thought he"could
help the school move forward from
that point on."
Brewerton now is full professor of
management.
"Being a dean is difficult; it takes a
lot out of you," Brewerton said, "I
wanted to do something different"

What' s Ha1111e11i11g
Saturday

Today
•A mass will be celebrated at noon
in the Campus Chapel. Mass will be
held every Thursday at noon. Communion service will be held Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, at 12:45 p.m.
Mass will be held every Sunday at 7
p.m. in the Catholic Center, 1615 W.
Kuhn St
•NORML (National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana Laws)
will be holding a meeting at noon in
LA 101. A journal article, "Cannabis
and Health" by Dr. Zinberg will be
discussed.
• SIFE will be having a lecture on
"MexicoandthePesoDevaluation"at
noon in BA 110.

=.;=-~~=::.

LA 109. All students se invited to Tuesday and Thursday evenings. The ·
• The Center for Continuing Educa- attend.
tion is sponsoring a OMAT review
. .,...
..c=
<=
""
• The History Club will be holding a
course on Saturdays, Feb. 18-Mar. 11
from9a.m.-l p.m. Thefecis$99 per meeting at noon in the LA 209. Thtte ment will be free of charge for all who
Nursing or Education Students: 2 year
J>C'ZSOll, this includes a Princeton Re- will be speakm discussing the duties attend.
CPR certification. Call 631-8531 indiThe schedule is as follows:
view Book. For more information call of teaching a.uistants.
vidual or group rates.
FelnJary 23 EdgarCruz(cW&cal
the Center for Continuing Education
Fast Fundralser. Raise $500 in 5 days.
guitarist)
at 381-2120.
Feb.22
Greeks, groups, clubs, motiviated indivipuals. Fast, easy, no financial
•The International Students' AssoMarch 7 Open Microphone
~libgation. (800) 775-3851 ext. 33.
ciation will meet at 5 p.m. at the
Feb.20
(come·
Moran
Man:
9
Hall.
• The Health and Kincsiology Club Women's Residence
WILDLIFE / CONSERVA TION
dian)
JOBS: GaJne wardens, security, mainwill be selling brealcfast tacos from
21 Open Microphone
tenance, etc. No. experience necessary.
7:45a.m.-10:45 am. in the HPE I and
Feb.23
23 Teresa
Now hiring. for info call (219)794HPE II today through 2/24.
00IOexL 7701.8 AM. to 10PM. 7 days.
(country singer)
• UPB has planned a Coffee House
Film
11
April
series in the Ballroom for the 1995
Writing/fypln g Servkes: Essays, reFeb.21
25 Open microphone
Spring semester. The series consists
search papers and resumes. Composi•The Political Science Association
27 Naked Pop (Musical
of twelve dates, every two weeks, on
tion, mechanics, grammar. Tutoring.
will be holding a meeting at noon in
group).
Call 380-1563. Rush jobs.
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American He.art

6

Association...~
Fighting Heart Disease
and StrokB

AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATIO
MEMORJALS &TRIBUTES

~
1-800-AHA-USAi
This space provided as a public service
"'1994, American Heart Association

Join Us At The University Ballroom At 7 P. M.
Free Entertainment And Coffee
♦

March 7 • Open Milce
March 9 • -Mark Moran, Comedian
March 21 • Open Milce

•

•
•
♦

March 23 • Tereas, Country Singer/ Acoustic Guitar

r-------------------------------,
MACARONIAUFROMAGE

April 11 • Film
April 25 • Open Milce
April 27 • Naked Pop, Musical Group

Open mike will give students, faculty and staff the opportunity to perform their prose, poetry,
comedy act, and/ or musical show for the evening will win $25.00 and a possible chance to
perform as an opening act for one of the other dates in the series.

UTPA ID REQUIRED

HEA DLIN ING AT THE UPB /
BAC CHU S & GAM MA COF FEE
HOU SE IN THE UC ATRIUM AT
7 P. M. IS

(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 51¢ PER SERVING.)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp ched:lar (grated)
1/2 stick rotter
1 tsp Worcestersh ire (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup milk
tbs flour
tsp pepper
tsp salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for
15 minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate
pot, rrelt rotter and mpc in flour over low heat.
'Ihen, stir in milk until Sll'OOth. Add cheese, salt,
pepper and >\brcestersh ire. Stir well. 5rrother
macaroni. Serves 4 .

l

Note: For your nutritional convenience,
Citibank Classic cards are accepted at
over 12 million locations, including
grocery stores.
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Edgar Cruz headlines El Cafetal

Company celebrates 25 years of cultur e
UTPA Folkloric Dancers perform

An up and coming classical guitarist will take the El Cafetal stage at 7:00
p.m. Feb. 23 in the University Ball-

Days which is held every year, Mary Munoz, the
Melissa Mata
company's associate director said.
"The company has grown a lot ~ e it first began 25
years ago," she said. "Now we have a lot more things
The sweet sound of trumpets and violins can be
to worry about such as the costumes, music and the
heard throughout the auditorium as a variety of
dancers themselves."
brightly colored slcirts reflect throughout the stage.
When asked what they would like to see the company
Dancers with shining faces can be seen happily blowachieve in the future both of the Mufloz's said they
ing kisses to each other
would like to see a dance
while the audience sits and
certification program
enjoys.
that would include all arScenes like the one deeas of dance implescribed above can be seen
mented at UTPA.
as the UTPA Folkloric·
Even though students
Dance Company celare not able to major or
ebrates its 25th anniverminor in dance they are
sary at Alegria 94-95 at 2
able to enroll in dance
p.m. Feb. 18 and 19 at the
classes and teach them
Fine Arts Auditorium.
because of their degree in
According to Francisco
Kinesiology, he said.
Mufloz, the dance instruc•
· Excited about the 25th
tor, the company, then
anniversary of the comknown as the PAU Folkpany, the couple said they
loric Dance Company, was
are honored to have been
founded and organiz.ed by
a part of it (the group)
Dr. Amilda Thomas in
then and now.
1970.
Mrs. Munoz recalls the
In the beginning, the
costumes from when she
company existed as an exfirst started dancing.
tra-class activity for those
"I remember when we
who were inleteSted in preperformed in the only
serving and perfonning the
costume we had," she
dance arts of Mexico. It
said. "They were reverswasn't until 1986 that the
with a different color
Co.
ible
Pnoto 001.rtasy of UTPJ\ Folkloric Dance
group was expanded to inside. It was the
each
on
Marla Leal Olivarez, Jesse Murgia and Silvia
clude a variety of dances
that we had to
skirt
only
cel94-95
Brlalea wlll be perfonnlng at Alegrla
from Spain.
perform in.
and
practice
UTPA
the
or
abratlng the 25th anniversary
"It all started when stu•
lot simpler
a
were
Things
18-19.
Feb.
Company
Folkloric Dance
dents who were enrolled in
back then than they are
my folk dance class were
now."
interested in Mexican folk dance," she said. "They
Dr. Thomas said she is also excited about the 25th
(the students) were so eager and interested in learnanniversary of lbe group.
ing more about their culture in the form of dance. ff it
"I never could have imagined how well the group has
weren't for them wanting to learn more, we wouldn't
developed," she said. "The interest of the students has
be whe,;e we are today."
been absolutely ovawhelming."
Mufio'L recalled the first time he started taking dance
As a former dance i.nstructa, she describes how imclasses.
portant dance is IO bee as well as the company.
"I remember when I was a student and started tak"Dance is very important to me and a basic part of
ing lessons," he said. "We all learned from each ~
our lives," she said. "I love the UTPA folkloric dance
and worked with what we had. We didn't have a lot of
company. They are so important to me. They have alcostumes and music like we do now," be said.
ways been a wonderful group of people. I shall conCurrently, the company consists of 24 students who tinue to work for them as long as I live."
perfonn 10 children's concerts throughout the year
For more infonnation regarding ticket outlets for
as well as six general public performances. The com- Alegria 94-95 and the celebration of its 25th anniverpany also performs at social gathering such as Charro

room.
Edgar Cruz, a guitar performance
graduate from Oklahoma City University, is best known for creating a symphony of sound unusual to just one
instrument. His first CD, "Throw
Another Tape on the Fire," was referred to by one critic as "the best
Christmas tape, bar none."
Perhaps the highlight of his second
CD "Classical Denwns" is his unique
and original rendition of the Queen
Classic "Bohemian Rhapsody." Mason Williams, composer of ''Classical
Gas" said, "His performance is spirited and well- played. I'm honored to
have a composition of mine in his good
hands," he said.
''Those Were the Days," his current
CD, includes showpieces like: "New
York, New York," "Fever," and "In
The Mood."
A classical rock and Latin collection are in the works.
Cruz made his national television
debut on the CBS "This Morning"
show, perfonning the theme song.
In 1991, he placed second at the 20th
Photo courtesy of UPB
Annual National Guitar Fmgerpicbng
Uva at El Csfetal
perfonnlng
be
will
guitarist
classlcal
Championships, and was named the Edgar Cruz,
Ballroom.
University
the
at
23
Feb.
Ok:Iahoma Gautte's Best Acoustic at 7 p.m.
. .
. .
.
.
Guitarist in 1992 and '93.
He was recently featured in the whichrecogruz.e snsmggwtanstsf rom Council'sTouri ngProgram,and The
Mid America Arts Alliance.
"Spotlight," series in the Guitar Player around the world.Cruz is currently a
Arts
State
Oklahoma
the
of
member
lication
magazine, an intemational.pib

Mariachi serenades studen ts on Valentine's Day
Sarvelio Carreon
Staff
The Viva Mexico Mariachi provided UTPA students, faculty and staff
with an hour of romantic songs as well
as classic rancheras at \he University
Circle on Valentine's day.
The group, along with lead singCl'S
Mari McLean and Joe Cerda, serenaded everyone with a variety of
music to make the day complete for
lovers everywhere.
The Mariachi played songs such as
La Negra, Las Llaves, Volver, and
many more for the audiences enjoymenL
Moved by the sweet sounds of the
violins and trumpet playing, one
young lady was inspired to jump out

ve any commen
complaints?

, then st.lie the
tter to the ed.ito

This course promises to be
an enriching experience as
you become part of Puebla,
a Mexican community, for
four weeks. Experience the
sites of some beautlful
and historic Mexican cities,

expand your knowledge of the Spanish language and
culture, and develop lasdng reladonshlps with your
Mexican hosts and guides.

Center for Continuing Education at (210) 381-2120
Imllla Hall Room 100

June 2- July 2.

The Center for Continuing Education
(210) 381-212 0

MexicoMariach, teases UTPA
students in between songs
while performing for the
Valentine's Day cerebration at
the UC circle.

Also Featuring

11 Daily Specials
& a large selection
of foods & snacks.

Lots of mouth waterin g dessert s

SPA TO
MEXICAN FOOD TO 00
w.&J.l:Y-W1DE

FEBRUARY SPECIAL
"The Pato Plate"
(2) Patos of the same kind,

Spanish Rice, Ranchero Beans,
(1) Jalapeiio & 16oz. Coke

Earn up to 6 hours
credit In a four week

UT-Pan Americ an

Joe Cerda, lead singer for Viva

- Pro Health Dining
A calorie counted plate
with 1 entree 2 vegetabl es &
wheat roll for less than

Emilia Hall 1 00

May 31- July 1.

The PM American/Sarvelio Carreon

Featurin g

pick up your free
brochu re at the center

history, and culture.

from her seat and onto the stage and
danced alongside Cerda who was
singing a song from Veracruz,
Mexico.
Two students from the audience
also joined in on the festivities and
sang along with the Mariachi. Their
rendition of Volver was filled with
fun and soul.
It was refreshing to see such a
wonderful turnout and such lively
enthusiasm for the group.
One student, Fernando Alonso, a
sophomore engineering major, said
the performance was great along
with the music.
"I really love to li$ten to mariachi
music," he said. "I listen to it when
ever I get a chance."
For more infonnation in regards
to Mariachi Viva Mexico, you may
contact Mari McLean at (210) 5653324, or Joe Cecda at (210) 3803733.

Your Univers ity Snack Bar

Summ er in Franc e

Immersion Program
for French language,

The Pan American

ONLY 2.

ff f

IPEaAUDfQ I N ~ FLOUR TORTILLU
MAS. G'S OWN MOIIEMADE RECIPES All FOOD
MADE FRESH DAILY ON PREMlSES

TRY 'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EMI

•

ANTED.

Plasma Donors Earn Extra Cash

.. safe clinical procedure free Lab screening
$25.00 for yourlst four donations
with in 14 days
NEW CLIENTS ONLY
NEW DONORS ACCEPT ED
MON. • SAT. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
SUN. 10 a.m. - I p.m.

OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.'

Alpha Plasm a Center

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!

102 S.16th Street • McAllen
682-41 59

EDINBURG • • • • 383-0725
PHARR (Bus. 83) ....... 787-74 01
McALLEN (Pecan) ...... 682-3176
McALLEN (Bus. 83) ... 687-8269
McALLEN (N. 10th) ... 682-1576

BROWNSVIllE ••.•• 541-0241
MISSION ................ 585-4545
WESDIACO ........... 969-1414
HARLINGEN .......... 42S-6224

Mon-Sun 8:30 _ 4: 30
wal k-ins welc ome
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Fake Art Sellers impress audie nces

The Flip Side

Progressive folk music with an acoustic twist
Jason Gutierrez

The Jerky Boys

Am & Entertainment Editor

CaraNn Pictures

They describe their music as progressi ve folk and they coin themselves as a modem day Simon And
Garfunkel. Cat Garza and Omar
Rodriguez make up the band called
Fake Art Seliers and they have m~e
an impression with different audiences in the local area.
"We have been playing for about
five years together and right now we
want to become a well known group
like Tequila Mocking Bird. befcxe we
make plans to move anywhere else,"
Gana said.
Rodriguez agreed and said that
eventually they want to become regulars within the Austin musical scene.
"I know that we still have a lot of
work to do on our music but we have
been playing more often and I know
we can become a successful band,"
he said.
Currently, Fake Art Sellers is an
acoustic group but they have plans to
add a bassist and a drummer to make
a complete band.
"We have an original style and between the both of us, we have written
about thirty-five songs each and I
know that have enough for five or six
albums and a World Tour," Garza
said.

The Pai AmericarvSarYel Clmton

C&yetano Garza and Omar Rodrtguez, two asplrtng musician• show
off their talents during activity period at the science Quad.
"We started playing because it's fun
"We 're a prolific band but we have
therapeutic," Rodriguez said. "You
and
be
won't
we
to change and grow or
never start a group with your
should
said.
he
taken seriously,"
and all of the people infriend
best
When asked about what kind of adto have a professional athave
volved
mustarting
to
give
vice they would
will be trouble."
there
or
titude
words.
these
sicians. they offered

I was doomed right from the
start when I decided to go see
Caravan Pictures's "The Jerky
Boys" starring James Melkenen
and Kamal. On my way to the theater I noticed that the amount of
~ c was more than usual and a
road was closed due to construction. This gave me the feeling that
some higher power was telling me
not to see this movie.
When I arrived at the theater I
got my usual soda and popcorn and
entered expecting to see previews
in progress. I walked into an
empty theater. Again, I think the
higher power was trying to tell me
something.
I was full ofbewildermenL For
the first time in my life I was the
only one watching a movie inside
a theater. I sat down and placed
my soda and popcorn on the arm
of the chair next to me. I looked
around again, just to make sure
that I was the only one in there,
and I was driven to get up and

Sf4/I

Classical guitarist Douglas James
and Pasquale Rucco will be performing a concert this wcaend featuring
19th century music on authentic period guitars.
The concert, sponsored by the
South Texas Classical Guitar Society,
will take place this Sunday at 3:00
p.m. at the Weslaco Public Library
at 525 S. Kansas SL
Douglas James, pan-time guitar
professor at UT-Brownsville, has appeared as a classical guitarist throughout the United States as well as in

Europe and Mexico. As a seasoned Classical Guitar.
performer, he has played at well
After developing close personal conknown concert halls as Charleston's tact with Pasquale, he invited him to
Piccolo Spoleto Festival, New York play this weekend.
Carnegie and Medin Halls.
Pasquale Rucco is a graduate of the
His education in guitar perfonnance Conservatorio D Cimarosa, where he
was acquired at the University of Ari- studied with popular European guitar
zona where he received his Doctor professor Mario Quatrochi. His studof Musical Arts degree in Guitar Per- ies in guitar continued at the Academia
formance. He was the only three time di Studi Superiori l' Ottocento and
winner of the University's Sholin Academia Superiore in Biella with
Carlo Barone.
Memorial Guitar Competition.
Upon visiting Europe one year, he
The Italian compositions to be feamet Pasquale Rucco a native of tw'ed on guitar this Sunday afternoon
Adversa, Ilaly and first pri7.e winner can be characterized by smooth, articuof the International Competition of late rhythmic sounds of the "Old
Pracia Mare and the A. Toscanini In- World" as was performed here last seternational Competition for Early mester by Douglas James.

BIUY MADISON

Universal ShUlio1
Adam Sandkr, BrrulkJ
Whitford, Josh Mostel,
Bridgette Wilson
Watching a movie about some
spoiled, filthy rich creep mating a
nuisance of himself while he e.njoys
every minute of it didn't exactly
appeal to me. I still can't put my
finger on it, but something in the
preview for Billy Madison tempted
me to check it out anyway.
Adam Sandler stars as Billy
Madison, a twenty-something year
old who 1w grownup living a pampered life where all rules are optional and manners, etiquette, and
intelligence can be bought with

That's when he comes up with the
most self-challenging prospect of his
life: Billy Madison promises to graduate from first grade through high
school all over again to prove that
Brian Madison won't be handing his
life's work to his only child, the rich
bum.
Along the way Billy makes many
new friends. Among them is his third
grade teacher, Miss Vaughn
(Bridgette Wilson). Billy's friends
pull together to help him win his bet.
On a personal note, I thought that
the frame that held this stay together
was pretty lame. However, this is a
fun-filled movie that anyone in a humorous mindframe can enjoy if
they're in the right mood.*"'* -Jessica

Coder

money.
When he learns of his father's
plans to hand over his chain of
Madison Hotels to the company's
ambitious, ruthless Vice President,
~c Gordon, Billy suddenly realiz.es he must do anything to keep
from losing his rightful inheritance.

TIii T/trowlng Mllses

SlnR,cords
The Throwing Muses, in my opinion, area wonderful band in the ocean

of new acts out in the music stores
(Offspring, Green Day, Celtas Cortos,

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

We Honor

Student Discount card
~ The University of Texas-

~

Fan Amerlc

1 A.M.,. 10 f.M.

(Sun,, Thurs)

7A.M.,. Midnight
(Fri & Sat)

321 U/, UNIVERSITY DR.

~DINBURG

383-0521

Finan cial Aid Fiesta
Thank you
t • ~' f I f I i /
t J fl~~ ~· f~

Ir you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or
sophomo1'!, you can still catch up to your classmates
by attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid
six-week summer course in leadership training. By
the time you graduate from college, you'll have the
credentials of an Army officer. You'll also have the
discipline and self-confidence it takes to succeed in
college and beyond.
Find out more. Contact Captain Gonzales, (210)
38 l-2573/3600, Military Science Department,
Southwick Hall, Room 215.

i

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COOllSE YOU CAN TAKE.

American Sav~g

Wells Fargo

Banltc:I.Amcnca

Brazos
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J
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.

cal point which makes people laugh.
This movie had the direction of a
wingless bird jumping off of ML
Everest thinking it could fly. Leaving only a bloody mess where it
landed.
I would have had more fun watching my cat try to cough up a hairball
than watching this movie.
This movie not only made me
physically sick, but the endless,
meaningless candor burned so many
brain cells that I actually felt them
leaving my skull.
All in all, I did learn something
from this movie, actually two things.
First, this film will give all would
be screen writers a source of encouragemenL If something as hopeless
as "The Jerky Boys" made it to the
big screen, why couldn't something
equally as meaningle~? Second, listen to that higher that power that
sometimes speaks to you. You will
definitely save yourself some anguish. I would try to give this movie
a rating, but I don't think there are
enough negatives to honor it.-David
Waltz

Taking A Look

19th Century italian repretoir to be performed
Rick Garm

check the sign above the door.just to
make sure I was in the right place.
Well, I was. Again, a higher power
was definitely trying to warn me.
On the flip side, I think the higher
power had something on me that
night
The movie started and I soon realized I was in deep trouble. This is a
movie about two bums, or momma's
boys, people who still sit around
momma's house without a job when
they're close to thirty.
These two misfits have an uncontrollable desire to use the phone for
entertainmenL They call up people
and cau.,e as much trouble as they can
using crude, senseless jokes.
They eventually contact a crime
boss and persuade him to give them
special favors by use of a fake name
and identity over the phone. It works
but they are found out and the mob is
after them. Stupid, right? I thought
so.
Actually, I sat through almost two
hours of nothing. This movie did not
have a point Usually comedy has
some sort of direction, some sort fo-
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~oo;~:!estaurant
11:tate Bank
Pizza Hut
Norwest Bank
Worthen Banlc
SallieMae
Texas Commerce Bank
Signet Bank
Shipley's Donuts
Target Stores
Shea Martin's Restaurant Sweet Temptatiom
Taco Cabana
UTPA Boolcstore
Weslaco Wal-Mart
Whataburgcr
South Texas Higher Education Authority

Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation
Sooth Texu Bookstore and Supply

SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL THOSE
WHO
VOLUNTEERED THEIR TIME
Counseling and Advisement
Educational Talent Search
Public lnfonnation
Recruitment and Oriention
VITA ( Volunteer Income Tax Assistance

etc ..). Originally a part of the underground scene, the Throwing Muses
were at first a pretty boring band, because the lyrics, written by the lead
vocalist Kristen Hersh do not make
j
•
sense.
1n fact it was like listening to Santa
Sabina fcx the first time, but deeper
in the sense that Hersh's lyrics leave
you in a lingering situation, letting
you decide what to do with the message.
The Muses' unconventiooal style is
a jarring tumult of waltz time guitars
and cccenttic back beats with no basis in traditional verse • chorus pop
song structures.
I must point out once again that this
is not you 're typical commezcial band
and if you are looking into that, well,
go out and buy yourself a burger inI
,G II ru
11u
stead.
The Muses• single entit.led-"Brigtlt
Yellow Gun," can be seen on MTV's
"Alternative Nation," was a very unsatisfying piece. The song is definitely not the kind that inspires me to
get off my seat and start dancing.
I found the intensity of the track
"Start," which screamed the same
rhythm over and over very confusing,
both musically and lyrically.
On the other hand, the album is not
a total, and complete loss. There is
an inspiring track called "Shimmer"
that gives the work some depth.
Towards the end of the CD is the
track "Teller," which you can skip
altogether and jump right into the
other innocent track entitled "University."
If you are willing to try to something different instead of all the commercial music that is out there go out
and buy this CD. You never
•••
k:now.......you might like it!
Claudio Rodrixuez

.••••••••• •••••••• ••.,
•
•• Wanna watch a ••
•
•
: movie or review :
: some cd's7 If so, :
! then come by The :
•
•
:
: Pan American.

••

••

: Call 381-2541 for:
•
. f
•
1n orma- •

• more
•
•
••
•• tion.
•
•••••••• •••
••••••••
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Bronc .basketball exten ds
Lady Bronc s get first conference win losing streak to four .i n a row
Carlos Ybaiiez
Sports Editor
Having a week off, the Lady Broncs
prepared for their upcoming battle with
Southwestern Louisiana. Even though
the Lady Broncs' season is coming to
an end, they found enough strength to
pull an upset against the Lady Cajun's,
67-63 in overtime.
Saturday, the Lady Broncs game
was their first ever conference win
and their second overall impoving

Mindi S1114wo11 ICGPM out the
defence befcn making her next

move.

their record to 2-20.
Jodie Porter pumped 25 points and
Michelle Hinton muscled in 19 m<n
as the Lady Broncs needed only five
more minutes to get their first
conference win of a hard ~etball
season. Mandi Simpson contributed
13 m<re points.
UTPA outscored USL 12-8 in
ovenime Many questions were ~ked
if 'The Lady Broncs could win without
their top scorez Bobbie Cole?' They
hadn't done it for two years.
Cole, averaging 11.5 points and by
far the beast U1PA scorer, remains
out with a dislocated shoulder she
suffered a week ago. Thelady Broncs
won without Cole, who watched from
the bench. Just seven players did it all

Sam Cazares
Stlqf

Even from the warm-up the Broncs
seemed ready and confident to snap
their 3 game loosing streak. In the
pregame exercises, Charles Williams,
senior forward, who has had an
excellent season, was out early laking
shots from around the perimeter.
When the rest of the team joined in
on the practice session, they looked
ready to go. And 1hey were, sort of.
Playing at home gives the team
added confidence and motivation in
front of the home crowd.
With the music blaring, the 'Blams~
blazing, and the Bronc Chee.rleaders
forUTPA.
cheering, it sent an ominous aura of
The win was savored more because Mlchelll HlntOn ey9I the rim anoiher repeat perfonnance like the
lbc Lady Broncs played without Cole before shooting • pair of tree spanking we handed Louisiana Tech4
andKellyGarrettfouledoutwith 8:31 throws.
games ago. The starting line-up was
introduced and the game was on.
leftinregulation. ColeandGarrettare for 6.
After agreat startand some offensive
Hinton, 6'3" freshman center,
the team's lone returning starters.
"They key for them winning the delighted the 258 spectators by muscling, provided courtesy of the
game was good low post defence," scoring six points in overtime, on a Pan Am starters, the Broncs took the
Tarra Shamsie, guard for USI, said drive that put lITPA ahead to stay, lead with 9:20 left to play in the first
when asked what was the key to the then by 4 for 5 free throw shooting in half. At this point U1PA led by 6
Lady Broncs win. "Poor execution on the clutch. She also had 3 blocked points.
Some descent rebounding produced
behalf of USL also caused the win." "hnt.i
Porter played 42 of the 45 minutes, - - - - - - - - - - a 31-23 deficit for the Cardinals of
connectingon9on3shotsandleading For information about Lamar University wilh 28 seconds left
th 12 rebounds.
advertising in The Pan to play in the 2nd period before
the game wi
Teammate Angela Casas played 40
halftime. Lamar would trail the Broncs
minutes and Simpson, who had five American call 381- for the entire first half.
With a comfortable lead to begin
assists, lasted 39 minutes and shot 4 . 2541
the 3rd period, the men's basketball

,.,..;....... .,...ca.a
Forward Reggy Scott pa.... the ball bel'Ween two C&rdlnal
defenders. The Bronca haYe bNn on• atump loNlng tour4 gamN

In• row.
team cameoutalittlecoldafterhalftime

festivities. Some missed shots and
frigid offense gave the up the lead to
the Cards for the first time.
The Cardinal rally came with 11 :21
showing in the 4th period. They went
up by a narrow margin of 43-41. The
Pan Am defense tried to show face and
regain composure as it got them to
within one point ofregaining the lead.
Therewere9minuteslefttoplayuthe

Broncs tried to comeback. They were
down by as many as 6points but played
determined as Linwood Bonner,
sophomore guard, converged on 2
1-:k to 1-:k 3 pointtts with 1 minute
and 41 seconds remaining in the game.
Then, Lamar's lead was cut to 2.

See Basketball p. 7

Broncs ~egin 20 game home stand
Sonias 13eauty Shop
Student Cut $5 Rflgular Cut $7
Opcrn Mondqy - SGturdqy ■ 8;30 p. m. to 6:30 p.m.

1603 W University • Suite 5 • Edinburg

380-22 39-

Carlos Ybanez
SpomEdllor

The Broncs hope for better weather
as they start a 20 borne game stand
that started Wednesday against the
University of Houstonn.
The Broncs then continue their
home stand Saturday against

CtlOOS E TtlE APART MENT COMMUNITY
THAT OFFER S SO MOCH MORE . . .

*
* 2 swinmina pools
* Tennis courfs

Southwest Texas State at 1 p.m. at
Jodey Ramsey Stadium.
"We like froze to death yesttlday
and it's colder today," Al Ogletree
said afttt the Broncs had their baseball
game at Sam Houston State cancelled
by cold weathtt Sunday.
The Broncs, 1-5, handed Texas
A&M its first defeat of the season, 54, in more cold weather at College
Station last week.
"WeplayedwellSaturdayatA&M,"
Ogletree. "They had the tying and
winning runs on base in the last inning
with two out, when Stephen Christoph
got the save and Jorge Ortiz got the
win. The last out was a fly ball to left,

hit pretty deep, almost to the warning
track, but Brian Buffamante went
1-:k and caught it"
The Broncs split the pair at
Aggieland Saturday, losing the
second game~2, and the series, 2-1,
afttt a 1~ l loss Friday.
How cold was it at A&M? "We
were just shaking in the dugout, or
when we went out to coach base,"
Ogletree said. "I know the players
were cold, the wind was blowing
right in their faces. We went out on
the field at Sam Houston State and it
was 34 degrees with a windchill of
about 20 degrees. I know the players
want to play, but it's not worth getting

We were out on thefleld
five or 1O minutes at
most and our cheeks
and ears were hurting
already.
- -~ -~Al Ogletree
Baseball Coach
anyone hwt. We were out at the field
five or 10 minutes at most and our
cheeks and ears were hurting already."

Luxurious I, 2 Md 3 bedroom

*

*
*
*

*

Family and ooulf
f3e<lufifuffy L:lndSCllped
Close fo schoolsWalk fo O.T.PA
Cabana wifh &r-B-Q Pits
On-stte manaaemenf24-hour emeraency
mainfenance
Courfesy pafrol

PR.OFES SIONAL MANAGE MENT

1609 \VEST SCNUNIOR.. · EDINBUR..G · 383-8:1 82

The University of Texas - Pan American

Alternati ve Certifica tion Program
Thinking About a career in Teaching?
The Alternative Certification Program at UTPA
offers college graduates an opportunity to
become classroom teachers in Valley school
districts ranging from Mercedes to Roma.
Qualified applicants will complete from 9 to 18
credit hours in Summer 1995. A paid internship
during the 1995-96 academic year provides
supervision and mentoring.
Interns must meet strict entry standards:
1. a Bachelor's degree from an accredited
institution,
2. a minimum GPA of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale,
3. enough courses in key fields (usually 24
hours) to meet certification requirements ,
4. College Algebra with a grade of "C" or higher.
Higher demand exists for ACP interns in:
• Special Education
• Elementary-Bilingual
• Elementary-ESL
• Secondary-Math, Science, English
Begin Teachlng in Fall 1995 with Full Salary &
Benefits!
Discover more about the ACP route to a teaching
career by attending the next FREE orientation
workshop:
Friday, February 24th at 6:00 p.m.
School of Education -Room 119
For more information , contact the ACP:

The Alterative Certificati on Program
School of Education , Room 116
1201 West University Drive
Edinburg, Texas 78539-299 9
(210) 381-3486

Dr.~ .

Super Ciak aa'"'

~ Our Patilnta" E,- He11111 C 3 LOCATlONS TO SERVE YOU
317S. l!n>lllilay, McAlon 700S.10f,SI.
McAlon
(210) IIM-7as

107E.MainSl
lloGnrdo~

21 682-3128

21 487~2

~mate

Ge:

:;,;~~,-:~.,

'd .1no

Mary Oilvares

.,,,./Oftt:nl«
117A S. 13th st.
Edinburg
383-249)
8:JO a.m • 6:JO p.m {Hon-f'rf}
8:JO a.m - 12:JO p.m (SBI)
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Womens golf ties for
sixth at South Alabama
Carlos Ybanez
Sports Editor
Nancy Verastegui tied for fourth
place, just three strokes of first. to lift
the UTPA women's golf team into a
sixth place tie at South Alabama's
strong 11 team tournament
Medalist Lauren Mellen fired a a
77-79 -156 to carry the University of
Mississippi to the team title with 649
strolc:es.
Southern Mississippi claimed
second in 35 degree weather Sunday
with 654 strokes.
Troy State and Tulane tied at 658.
Arkansas Little Rock took fifth at 659.
UTPA tied Alabama Birmingham
at 677, followed by Arkansas State
680, Georgia State683, South Alabama
704, and Spring Hill 700.

Verastegui put together rounds of
77-82. She tied Jennis Marshall of
Troy State, whose 75 in the first round
proved to be the best score of the cold
shortened tournament, originally set
for 54 holes.
Other UTPA scores were Michele
Cabrera, tied for 25th, 170; Libby
Gana, tied for 27th, 171; Jennifer
Merino, 4 7th, 177; and Whitney
Morgan, 50th, 180.
"We played five freshmen and they
all hit some really good shots," Cindy
Padgett, U'IPA coach said. "They all
play will and have great possibilities
that lie ahead."

Basketball from p. 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - This was the pivotal point in the
game as fans stood up and incited a
home team rally.
USL would have none of it as the
Broncs missed a crucially tying field
goal with 5 seconds to go in the game.
The final score would show 57-60
with Lamar as victors.
Although the Broncs played a decent
game, things fell apart foc them in the
second half. Il would be the classic

case of"too little to late." They fade to
a 8-13 and 5-8 in the Sun Belt
Conference .
Their next two games are conference
matchups against USL and Arkansas
State, both of which the Broncs have
beaten this season.
After the two game road trip, the
Broncs return homef<X" their final lune
game which will be Homecoming on
Wednesday.

lntramurals comes up short at Super Hoops
The men's and women's 3 on 3
basketball teams traveled San Antonio
Tex. to the Schick Super Hoops. Both
teams returned with their eyes set on
winnnig the tournament
The mens Unified team fared well
going through their rounds of
competition real good.

Lebron, Arnold Torres, and Erik
Steinbrenne.
But the better half got to the mens
team as they advanced to the semifinals
and injuries plagued them.

rack teams excel in first o.u tdoor track meet
Jumper Naomi Kramer and vaulter Michael Cantu post strong performances

1

Carlos Ybanez
Sports Editor
The lITPA track team fared well
in their first outdoor trade meet of
the semester with jumper Naomi
Kramer and vaulter Michael Cantu
posting strong perfonnances.
Kramer cleared 5'6" in the high
jump to tie her lITPA record, and
Cantu pole vaulted 14'7" in another
strong Bronc performance at the
UTPA Ricky Lozano Meet.
This meet is named foc the lale

Ricley Lozano, a former Broncs track
athlete from San Antonio who was
killed in a traffic accident in 1971.
No score was kept Saturday, due
to the fact that the Broncs weze
competing against Division II
schools. The Bronc track teams
competed against Texas A&M
Kingsville and Monterrey Tech, but
some good individ,Jal marks were
set
"I felt that Kramer did so well,"
Reid Harter, track coach, said.
"Cantu did well in the pole vault and
Michael Hernandez winning the
steeple chase."
Up next for the track teams will be
the conference meet on Feb. 25-26
in Arkansas. The teams will be
ttaining hard for their upcoming
meeL

"We are going to try to peak our
performances in the indoor track
meat," Harter said.
After the conference match the
teams then travel to Laredo,Tex. f<X"
TnePan~Veleeo
theBorderOlympics. "Weare going
Peter
carreon,
freshman,
la
alone
In
the
front
of
the
lead
u
he
won
the
1500 meter race. carreon
to try to decrease volume in training
and
the
rest
or
the
track
team•
are
preparing
for
the
upcoming
conference
Meet on Feb. 25-26.
and increase performances," Harter
said.

See lntramurals p. 8

IF YOU WANT 10 MAKE IT
IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER
IN OURS.

Team playerswereDavidJohns,Rick

Reproductive Services
613 SESAME DRIVE W E S T

•

HARLINGEN

In association with AdopUon Affiliates

Providing choices in Reproductive Health care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st t 2nd Trimester)
l'lorning After Treabnent
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services

Fun Job!

Nationwide sports marketing company seeking students for part-time temporary

employment during spring break
R~i{eQlents:
• 2~ bours O!J Friday night
• 8+ hours on Saturday
• 8+ hours on Sunday

• Occasional Monday work
(around student's schedule)
• Starting March 3 and continuing through April 9, 1995
• Reliable transportation or access to car pooling from someone else on this program
from your area
• Must be outgoing, aggresaiYe, talkative, sales type, 18 years or older

Walt Disney World Co. representatives will be on campus to
present an information session for Undergraduate Stude nts on
the WALT DISNEY WORLD Summer/Fall '95 College Program.

WHEN: flUDAY, fEB. 2--1, .\T 10:-15:\.\ 1
"llfRE: Bl SI\ ESS.\D\11\ 1~·1R.\TIO\ Bl ILDI \ G, ROO\l I IO

~ : -VIP- spring break party pass/Wrist band featuring free activities, sporting
events, club passes and num1110us special all~ncluslve parties.
EmpbymenJ I gcatjons· Various South Padre, Harlingen and Brownsville locations
Payment· Car pool allowance; food allowance, axnmlulona of up to $500 per day
(anticipated average of $260 per day).

Attendance at this presentation ts required to
lntervtew for the Summer/ Fall '95 College Program.
Interviews will be held following the presentation.
The following majors are encouraged to attend:
Business, Communication, Recreation/Leisure
Studies, Hospitality/Restaurant Management, and
Travel & Tourism.
Lifeguards are needed to work at our many Water
Parks and Resons. Students w ith ANY
major are eligible co apply. Yo u need to
hold lifeguard certification OR be a
strong swimmer and we'll provide the
training needed for an exciting
exp erience this summer or fall!

Please call Larry Bowers at 1·800-474-2134 or (210) 761 -1975 and leave your fuM name,
telephone number, beat hours to reach you, mailing addreaa and what oollege you are
attending.

Vacation Travel International la an equal opporrunity employer.

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

(210) 42S.6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1 0 17 Mexico: 95-800-010-128 7
Licensed by the Teus Department of neaJUJ

ALWAYS 2
3v,stR001
~A1s+ PARTIES

For more Jnfunnatlon contact:
C.OOperative Education Office
Phone: 381-2781

V {e).-q't)f&Mf

~6Hlftlft6 STRIKES... monIHLYI

FRIDAY FREE PARTY
21 + NO COVER TILL 10:15
1 S + NO COVER TILL 9:45
50¢ BEER, DRINKS, WINE, SCHNAPPS TILL 10

C&E Modeling Agency
presents

FANTAS V

AVAILABLE AT:

.
,_; .

687-3104

BRONCS R.Dr.Kelly
Dre
HOUSE Das-EFX
Snoop Dogg
PARTY Mary J. Blige

2 PAC
Eazy•E
Jodeci
Ice Cube
Cypress Hill
Shabba Ranks

Queen Latifah

INTERNATIONAL TUESDAY

MYTH ADVENTURES MENtE)

3000 N. 10th St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

World Co.

Wbere students spend a semester genlng
readyfor tbe rest of tbelr /Ives.

A / EN A
/

FEB. 21ST
EN CONCERTO
LO MEJOR DEL
ROCK MEXICO
25¢ DRINKS, 25¢
BEER STO 10

•
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Bui/ding from p.
Building.Currently the engineering department offers degrees in electrical,
mechanical and manufacturing engineering.

~ \\\
'
a\\ a'oou .

E.~(&•
.l

~eau

The Pan American
Offers a chance for daily hands-on experience
in desktop publishing, reporting, writing, editing
and photography. Learn to use:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power MacIntosh
Scanner
Laserwriter
Pagemaker 5.0
Applescan
Omnipage
Freehand 3.01

Why not come on over and
add to YOUR talent?
Student Publlcatlons
University Center 322
(210) 381- 2541

/ntramura/sfrom p.

7-------------

Steinbrennewaspartially out with
I
a blown out knee and Johns was out
with a dislocated shoulder.
"The men•d team was practically
playing two and a halfagainst three,"
Charlie Caceres, coordinator of
Intramurals Cheerleading and
Dance, said. "Erik was practically
imovable, he would jwt ~ the
ball."
The Untouchables women team
didn't fare as well as the men did.
The women were out with two losses
in the first round.
Players for the Untouchables were
Lisa Bradshaw, Monies Casas,
Baletter Kirkland, and Yvette
Correa.
Intramurals also finished
crowning champions for the free
throw and 3 pt shoot out
Winner for the womensdivisionin
the free throw contest was America
Sanchez, freshman international
studies.
Sanchez made 19 of25 and made
10 in a row, the most for the contest
She also won the 3pt. shoot out
contest making five 3's in 60
seconds. She won three intramurals
shins.
On the mens side of the court,
Arnold Torres won the the 3pt. shoot
out with 10 sots made in 60
seconds.He also made 5 in a row.

John Delgado won the free throw
contest making 19-25 and nine in a
row.
E.ach winner in the mens division
received two shirts.
Up next for iniramurals will be
Badminton and Beach Volleyball.
Entries will be due Feb. 24 and games
will begin Feb. 28.

Activity;

Entries Due;

Badminton

Feb. 24

Tennis

Feb.24

Beach Volleyball

Feb.24*

4 on 4 Volleyball

March 10*

Softball

March 24*

Racquetball

March31

Wallyball

March31

5 on 5 Basketball

Aprll7*

•
Table Tennis

Aprll 14

• Mandatory meeting tor captains on due date.

The P i i l ~ Veluoo

John Delgado, winner of the FrN Throw ContNt, takN aim for
the winning shot during an lntramurala coms-ltlon.

TOP TEN LIST of recycled

products every college student
needs.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
•

Don't let
a good thing
goto waste...
~~)

Notepads
Paperboard
Looseleaf paper
Spiral notebooks
Binders/ f olders
Envelopes
Computer paper
Greeti ng ca rds
Pencils
Report covers

~0'A

Buylecyded

BuyRecycled Hotline 1-800-367-8272
Texas General Land Office

IT'S TIIE

GIFT
OFA
ETIME.
Making a bequest to the
American Heare Association
says something special about
you. Ir's a gift of heal ch for
future generations - an
unselfish ace of caring.
Your gift will fund research
and educational programs co
fighr heart arrack, stroke,
high blood pressure and other

cardiovascular d iseases. And
bring others th e joy and
freedom of good health.
To learn more about how
you can leave a legacy for the
future, call 1-800-AHA-USAI.
Do it today.
ff

American Heart . .

Association,..T

Fighting Heatt Disease
and Stroke

Th,s space provided as a publtc seMCe. C 1992, Amencan 1-ieart Association

MONDAY, FEB. 20
AND
TUESDAY, FEB. 21
AT THE
CAS/UNIVERSITY CENTER
9:00 AM - 2:00 PM
AND
LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER
12:00 NOON - 2:00 P.M.
4:00 PM - 7:00 P.M.

REGGAE CONCERT
BY THE

"KILLER BEES"
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1995
FROM 8:00 P.M. TO 11 :30 P.M.
ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE DORMS
IN CASE OF RAIN THE CONCERT WILL BE
MOVED INTO THE BALLROOM.

Just a fraction of what fle ~on
sports can help keep society mshape.
It's so easy to help your
,..,....
five hours of volunteer time
community, when you think
per week the standard of
about it.
giving in America.
Millions of people have
v,
Get involved with the
helped make five percent
causes you care about
of their incomes and
What you /!4!{e!.1i,mtneasurable.
and give five.

G•l\e rile.

IF SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS ARE NECESSARY, PLEASE CALL THE OFFICE OF
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT AT 381-3676 AT LEAST 5 DAYS PRIOR TO THE EVENT
SO THAT APPROPRIATE ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE MADE.

SPONSORED BY: THE U IVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD

;.
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